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LAST WORD 

ENTREPRENEURIAL PROFESSORS 
by Vivian Moses 

A mid all the excitement of developing biotechnology, 
little attention has been directed to the people, par

ticularly to that interesting group of professors and fellow 
senior academics who, while delicately consigning one of 
their feet to the commercial sector, leave the other firmly 
anchored in a university department. I know how interest
ing they are-I am one of them. 

The last couple of decades has seen academic biologists do 
new things, and do them not only in biology itself. During 
the sixties few biologists in the universities had much to do 
with non-academic science. At that time there were, of 
course, those who worked in industrial laboratories or on 
applied research, usually in institutes of one sort or another. 
With very few exceptions, the university staffers were dedi
cated to fundamental research. Nevertheless, the example 
of academics playing an important part in the commerciali
zation of their professional skills was plain for most to see: 
many of our clinical colleagues had been doing it for ages. 
Biotechnology provided the opportunity for change, an 
opportunity which burst upon the scene in the mid-seven
ties suddenly and dramatically marrying commercial activity 
to the very frontiers of research in modern biology. At first 
it was mainly the spectacular advances in genetics and 
genetic manipulations which provided the vehicles but, with 
time, the new mood initially engendered by genetic engi
neering and the realization ofits industrial and commercial 
potential spread widely through the realm of biological 
thought. The business atmosphere was right, the boom 
years were with us in spite of the oil price shocks of 1973 and 
1978 and for years at a stretch biotechnology was the inves
tors' flavor of the month. 

It happened, furthermore, when that other boom, public 
sector financing of biological research, was clearly no longer 
quite so booming. Established academics began to worry: 
would there still be grants in profusion for research, funds 
to support graduate studentships and postdocs.-andjobs 
for them later? Would young people still want to join in 
when the lights seemed to be growing dim? How would 
academic careers prosper without sufficient graduate stu
dents and postdocs. to do much of the research underlying 
the papers on which academic progress and wider recogni
tion were based? Suddenly, it seemed, there might be an
other way. 

The need in the commercial sector for the new academic 
skills arose because the biotech business opportunities 
perceived in the la te seventies and early eighties were based 
precisely on that new biology which was emerging from 
university and research institute laboratories. Most of the 
'new biologists' were located in such establishments and 
there was no parallel large body of people skilled in these 
arts already employed in industrial laboratories. Not surpris
ingly, the appropriate contacts were made. Some senior 
academics, well to the forefront of the new science, saw its 
industrial and commercial potential and sought to secure 
the finance necessary for its promotion. They were prime 
movers in helping to set up new biotechnology companies; 
they became members of corporate directorates and man-
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agement teams without abandoning their academic affili
ations. And, indeed, they were not all senior; a number of 
more junior innovative scientists decided that management 
of a start-up scientific business was just what they needed. 
Others, having less entrepreneurial inclination, accepted 
consultancies with lower levels of commitment to the com
panies they advised. And among younger scientists there 
developed a cohort who recognized that a career as a 
scientist in a biotechnology company, or later in the biotech
nology divisions of one of the large established corpora
tions, was for them the way forward; they hoped such a 
career would offer as much intellectual stimulus as a univer
sity and no doubt more impressive monetary rewards. 

Universities varied in their willingness to accommodate 
their faculty members' prolonged part-time affiliations with 
commercial organizations. Anecdotal reports tell ofindivid
ual universities wanting to know in detail what was going on, 
with disclosure of salaries, consultancy fees and stock Ofr 

tions; some institutions apparently considered 'taxing' such 
benefits. There were also those which took a more 1,aissez faire 
attitude, concluding that so long as their faculty continued 
to fulfil the teaching obligations and research activities 
normally expected of them, and were spending no more 
than a limited time employing their professional skills in 
high quality activities, it was not their function to demand 
details or levy a form of taxation. Each activity might be seen 
to enhance the other, bringing greater glory to both. 

All this has now been going on long enough to take stock. 
The outcome has been much as one would expect. Some 
people have taken to the commercial life like ducks to water 
and have accordingly tended to involve themselves more 
and more deeply in their corporate affiliations. Though 
different from those of the laboratory, they find the prob
lems quite as challenging and are not infrequently espe
cially intrigued by the financial disciplines imposed on their 
activities: the need to meet a target d ate and a budget 
bottom line. 

Other folks are not so sure. They recognize some of the 
benefits which have flowed to them-personal rewards as 
well as opportunities to extend their professional experi
ence and perhaps to enhance their laboratory work back at 
base-but feel disinclined to ·make major moves away from 
their university positions. Yet others are quite sure: with no 
wish to sever their university links, they have found their 
loyalties divided in ways which they cannot tolerate. They 
may not see eye-to-eye with the Chief Executive; they may be 
unwilling to bow to commercial disciplines; they do not 
enjoy or sympathize with the imperatives of the market. For 
them the choice becomes clear: the experience might have 
been interesting, even valuable, but the place to be is back 
in the lab with their students. 
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